Introduction
Keypoint detectors are fundamental components in many computer vision systems. Applications of keypoint detection include tracking and 3D reconstruction, which often have extremely low latency and power efficiency requirements, such as in the case of autonomous driving (latency) and AR/VR pose estimation (latency and power consumption). The majority of state of the art keypoint detectors [3, 12, 5, 14, 13] are based on combinations of derivative operations, such as determinant of the Hessian [3] or difference of Gaussians [12] , and their implementations are based on conventional image filtering and processing approaches. Similarly to keypoint detectors, the early layers of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are also characterized by combinations of filtering operations, hinting that keypoint detectors could be implemented as CNNs. This paper focuses on state of the art keypoint detectors, showing that it is possible to build a CNN-based system that matches or exceeds their performance. In particular, a fundamental contribution of this paper is the design of a CNN architecture and training methodology that is able to obtain results comparable with state of the art of keypoint detectors, namely KAZE [3] , while surpassing the seminal SIFT detector [12] and modern machine-learning based algorithms [28, 26] .
Keypoint detection implemented as a CNN is not only interesting from a theoretical point of view, but also leads to practical benefits. In particular, a design of this kind enables the inclusion of keypoint detection within a more complex system based on CNNs as well, allowing for endto-end system training [28] . Another fundamental advantage of CNN implementation with respect to handcrafted algorithms is that CNN development is constantly evolv-ing in both speed and power consumption. In particular, CNNs are often implemented on GPGPUs, which are characterized by ever-increasing speed and power efficiency, on advanced hardware solutions that have been developed for performance (e.g., Google TPU) and power efficiency (e.g., Movidius Fathom) and they can also be implemented on FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) or silicon-based architectures. Therefore, a CNN implementation of keypoint detection implicitly captures the benefits of this independent implementation improvement. Clearly, the downside of a pure hardware implementation would be the lack of reconfigurability. In fact, the implementation of a new algorithm is in general extremely time consuming and it is gated by the limited resources. The proposed approach overcomes this constraint by the introduction of a small network architecture that is able to emulate multiple keypoint detection algorithms, such as KAZE [3] and SIFT [12] , and which is claimed to be possibly suited also for algorithms yet to be proposed. The emulation of a current or novel algorithm can be simply regarded as a CNN parameters update. The complexity of the algorithm that can be implemented in this way is directly connected to the capacity of the network.
For speed and power efficiency, which are particularly important in the case of embedded systems, it is desired to consider CNN architectures characterized by a small footprint, especially in the case of FPGA implementations. In this case, keypoints can be computed in a streaming-based fashion that does not require to store the entire content of the image, intercepting the sensor data stream at readout. The considered CNN is therefore designed as a compact three layers architecture with separable convolutional kernels and quantized filter weights resulting in less than 1[KB] of total memory utilization for the parameters.
In order to obtain a CNN that is able to approximate the output of any specific keypoint detector, it is important to devise an effective training methodology. In fact, in this case, training data can be obtained by simply running a keypoint detector on a set of images, so the amount of labeled training data is potentially unlimited. The fundamental issue in this problem regards instead the effective exploitation of this training data. This paper introduces a training scheme based on hard negative mining that adaptively selects the examples to be considered during training, in order to effectively learn the values of the convolution parameters.
Experimental results using standard metrics [17] show that the proposed network architecture coupled with the training methodology is able to effectively learn to produce the keypoint responses of state of the art algorithms, i.e., KAZE [3] and of the well-known SIFT [12] , outperforming other state of the art learning-based approaches [26, 28] . Power efficiency measurements and latency performance results of our streaming-based FPGA implementation of the network empirically prove the potential of having a dedicated CNN hardware implementation for keypoint detection, paving the way to mainstream applications that are particularly demanding.
Related Work
Detecting keypoints is a well-known problem and a great variety of approaches to tackle it have been proposed in the computer vision literature.
Many handcrafted keypoint detectors have been developed since Lowe's SIFT [12] in 1999, which uses difference of Gaussians as its response operator. MSER [15] introduced the unique concept of extremal regions, while [16] proposed an affine invariant detector. SURF [5] defined a fast approximation of the determinant of the Hessian response by using integral images. The determinant of the Hessian can still be considered as one of the best operators for robust keypoint detection [11] , and it has been used by other algorithms such as recently by KAZE [3] . In addition to this operator, KAZE adds the novel concept of using a non-linear diffusion scale space instead of the more traditional Gaussian pyramid, making it the de facto current state of the art among handcrafted keypoint detectors. More recently, SIFER [14] and D-SIFER [13] proposed an advanced Cosine Modulated Gaussian filter instead of traditional derivative-based ones, with promising results.
Besides handcrafted algorithms, machine learning methods has also been heavily exploited in recent years. One of the first attempts in using machine learning techniques to speed up conventional detectors is FAST [20] . ORB [21] extended the basic concept of FAST and enhanced its capabilities, while extending it to the scale space. Some approaches focus on learning edges rather than keypoints [7] . Recently, it has been shown that instead of learning a detector from scratch, it is possible to enhance detectors by learning a score for evaluating matchability of keypoints [10] .
Closer in spirit to our approach, the method of [23] shows that it is possible to emulate handcrafted detectors by learning them. This approach leads to interesting results, although it uses a WaldBoost classifier instead of CNNs. Another approach tunes for specific tasks such as detecting keypoints from man-made structures [24] . Other machine learning approaches include using Genetic Programming [25] , and learning linear filters [19] where the lack of non-linearity makes it more suited for very specific tasks. [4] uses deep networks for keypoint detection with a hard negative mining training approach which is similar to ours, but applied in a different fashion and focusing on a custom dataset of aerial images. The state of the art for machine learning based solutions is represented by TILDE [26] and LIFT [28] . TILDE introduces a temporally invariant detector with an interesting loss function to enforce the response shape, although its performance was not compared to KAZE. LIFT defines a complete end-to-end solution for detection and description of features based on SIFT. While very interesting from a theoretical point of view, the architecture of TILDE and LIFT cannot be easily implemented in streaming-fashion on a compact FPGA architecture due to their large computational and memory footprint.
Network Architecture
A novel, compact CNN architecture is defined for effectively performing keypoint detection with minimum layout complexity. The considered CNN takes as input a single channel image I of arbitrary size, and produces as output the relative keypoint response function ρ(I) which has the same size as the input image. Per pixel, the response function gives a score which describes how likely that pixel is supposed to be a keypoint, according to the learned detector.
The network acts as an end-to-end image-to-response function, without requiring any pre-processing on the input image. A single instance of the network computes a single response function, meaning that the CNN needs to be instantiated as many times as the number of needed scales in order to compute the response for the whole scale space. In order to perform the actual keypoint detection, a simple non-maxima suppression algorithm can be run on the response maps after these are generated.
The architecture of the proposed CNN, represented in Figure 1 , is constituted by three layers. The first layer of the network is made of M convolutional filters of size w × w, generated by corresponding separable filters. Separable filters reduce the number of actual parameters for a single filter from w 2 to 2w, making the network more compact. The second layer is made of N 1 × 1 convolutional filters, which perform N different linear combinations of the outputs produced by the first layer. Considered together, these first two layers actually allow for an approximation of standard convolutional filters, as proved by [22] . The last layer linearly combines the N outputs to produce the final response output. In between the different layers a ReLU [9] activation function is added to give the network the capability of approximating non-linearities.
Formally, the network can be described by the following function:
where e j and f j are the separable convolutional kernels of the j-th filter, φ is the ReLU activation, and a, b, C, d, E, F , g are the parameters to be learned. The hyper-parameters M , N and w control the capacity of the network and its relative approximation capabilities. The function above can be interpreted as a non-linear regressor by replacing the input image I with a w × w patch p reshaped as a vector, the convolution operation with a dot product, e j f T j with its relative vector-shaped representation and the output ρ(I) with a single scalar response output ρ(p) for the given input patch. Considering this latter interpretation, the training can be performed on single patches of size w×w extracted from the images, and the resulting regressor can then be generalized to full images by just "sliding" it as a convolution.
Training Approach
Given a specific keypoint detector (e.g., KAZE [3] or SIFT [12] ), it is possible to naïvely regress its response output as-is. While this solution could possibly work, the different operators used for defining the response function used by different algorithms (e.g., determinant of the Hessian, difference of Gaussians, etc.) lead to relative response domain inconsistency, introducing a further layer of complexity to be learned. Moreover, learning-based algorithms might rely only on the higher level definition of good keypoints, eventually described as position and scale (e.g., learning features from SfM [10, 28] , or manually labeled keypoints).
This leads to the conclusion that such naïve approaches are not ideal when different detectors need to be handled. Instead, regardless the detector it is always possible to define and synthesize a target response function r, defined for each pixel p within the image, which relies only on the knowledge of a set of detected keypoints (k, π) ∈ K, where k is the location of the keypoint and π its normalized response value. This allows to decoupling the proposed framework from specific image-based responses, leading to increased flexibility in choosing a variety of detectors that can be approximated. We define the response function r to be regressed as:
where A is a defined amplitude coefficient and π models the strength of the detected keypoints. The choice of using the operator max for blending two keypoints aims at capturing the behavior of handcrafted algorithms: when two detected keypoints are very close, their original response is a wider blob of almost uniform intensity. A visual example of this generated response function is provided in Figure 2c . Generating ground truth data for training can be done by simply evaluating the response r to be regressed on generic images. Given this ability of generating a possibly unlimited amount of labels, and that the size of the training set directly affects the training complexity, a strategy needs to be devised in order to select a small, well-distributed set of labels which guarantees that the overall function is represented. In order to effectively sample this domain, a novel iterative reinforcement method is proposed based on the following steps. (c) Perform the regression The training set above is used to train the network, obtaining the regressed response functionr. Figure 2d shows an example of the inferred response after the initialization step. Observe that the sampled information is not enough actually to represent the overall response function, as some specific components (e.g., edges) are missing from the initial training set. Edges are false positives since by definition do not include useful unambiguous points to track. Notice that a similar behavior is noticeable in state of the art CNN-based detectors such as LIFT [28] and TILDE [26] as shown in Figures 2e and 2f. (d) Reinforce the training set This step picks these under-represented components of r and adds more of these samples to the training set, enabling a better representation of the overall function. This is performed by thresholding the absolute difference of the inferred function and the actual function. Specifically, the following binary function is used to define whether a pixel (x, y) in the image I is a good candidate for being part of the reinforcement set or not:
where T is a thresholding function defined as
where Λ I is the image matrix and the parameter θ controls the strength of the thresholding function. An example is shown in Figure 2g . Applying a threshold before the absolute difference instead of vice versa helps to enforce mostly points which are actually considered during the eventual keypoint detection stage, as thresholding is usually applied to the response before performing non-maxima suppression.
The points for which C(I; x, y) = 1 are added to the initial training set. Since their number is variable, random sampling can be performed to get a fixed amount proportional to the initial number of samples. Eventually, a number of randomly picked samples from the overall set of computed r values is added to the training set to tackle the classical reinforcement problem of balancing between exploration and exploitation 1 .
(e) Iterate again from Step (c) Once the training set has been updated, a new training session is performed on the same network. Notice that the complexity of the network is not changing in any of the iterations, as it would otherwise happen in traditional boosting strategies with cascading classifiers. Instead, only the distribution of the training set is changed in order to better represent samples that are harder to learn.
This procedure can be iterated until satisfactory results are obtained (i.e., convergence is reached or maximum number of iterations is met). Empirical results on the considered training data set (i.e., Roman Forum [27] ) show that a very small number of iterations is necessary to obtain convergence. In particular, the quantitative results reported in Section 6 are characterized by two iterations. An example of the final inferred resultr is reported in Figure 2h .
Quantization
The capability of deploying this neural network on hardware for streaming-based real-time, low-power keypoint detection is one of the important goals which lead this design to be compact and efficient. Other than the size of the network itself, another crucial step for enabling an efficient hardware implementation is the use of fixed point arithmetic instead of the more standard floating point, introducing quantization of the network parameters.
The proposed approach is derived from the one proposed by [8] , which however mostly focuses on fixed point computation for training networks. Instead, our solution only concerns the inference time rather than the training one, so their interesting clipping-or-rounding approach is here ported to the inference itself while the training stage is still performed with floating point values. The IL, FL notation is going to be used for describing a fixed point integer with IL integer bits and FL fractional bits.
Interpreting a generic neural network function as a series of dot products, the main problem when it comes to fixed point computation is that the result of a dot product requires a bit width which is bigger than the input one. When the output from a dot product is going to feed the subsequent dot product, and so forth and so on, the width of the result theoretically keeps growing making the computation too expensive. Specifically, for a dot product of n numbers of width IL, FL the relative result width is log 2 n + 2IL, 2FL . It is then necessary to define a way to crop this result width back to IL, FL , such that all the operators within the network can be consistent to the same input size.
Inspired by [8] we define the following Convert function for this task. It is performed on the output of a generic dot product:
Where x is defined as the largest multiple of 2 −FL less than or equal to x. This function clips the input value x to the maximum or minimum value representable by IL, FL when it saturates, or crops the fixed point precision to the desired length otherwise.
The novelty of this approach is that, when it comes to converting the network's learned parameters from floating to fixed point, it only constraints the total bit width (i.e., IL + FL) to be either 8 or 16 bit, while dynamically adapting the specific IL and FL widths according to the minimum needed IL size for each layer, thus maximizing the FL precision.
Experimental Results
For generating the training set, similarly to LIFT [28] , we use images from the Roman Forum data set from [27] . Regarding the handcrafted detectors to be approximated, we consider KAZE [3] as the state of the art and SIFT to demonstrate that the network can be effectively trained using different algorithms as baseline. Hyper-parameters are set to N = 16, M = 16 and w = 15, leading to a total of 785 learned parameters including biases. With an 8-bit quantization, this means that the total size of the network is actually only 785 bytes. The choice of these specific values has been made in order to make the network compact enough to fit a cheap, small SoC FPGA solution such as the Xilinx Zynq 7020 or the Xilinx Artix 7 200T, showing that the network can provide good approximation performance even with a very low power, small hardware solution. Within training l 2 loss is used and batch size is set to 1000. In the initialization step, the number of samples selected per each of the 2000 considered images is 200. In the reinforcement step, 200 additional samples per image are added from C(I; ·, ·) along with 200 more random samples per image as described in Section 4. The learned filters and an example activation of the network using KAZE as baseline are shown in Figure 3 . Training time on a single GPU such as the NVIDIA GTX 1080 can be as fast as one hour, given the very limited amount of weights.
Quantitative Results
The performance of the detector is evaluated by training it independently with KAZE and SIFT, and comparing these two outputs against the handcrafted KAZE [3], SIFT [12] , SURF [5] and the state of the art machine-learning based TILDE [26] and LIFT [28] (in their provided trained configuration) under the standard repeatability rate metric [17] . The repeatability rate measures the quality of a keypoint detector by considering a pair of images, which are related by a known homography transformation, and counting the number of keypoints that are repeatedly detected.
The standard Oxford image data set [17] has been chosen for this evaluation. This data set challenges the detectors on different conditions which include increasing image blur, viewpoint angle change, different zoom and rotations, lighting condition changes, and JPEG compression. All the con- Results are shown in Figure 4 . The network successfully approximates state of the art KAZE when trained with the same algorithm. When trained with SIFT, the network generally performs better than the original algorithm, because the response r generated from the SIFT keypoints is more selective and filtered compared to the original simpler difference of Gaussians response. SURF, which detector is an approximation of the determinant of the Hessian operator, is one of the the closest alternative methods to our KAZE regressor. LIFT and TILDE use SIFT keypoints as baseline.
A note is necessary for Figures 4e and 4f: similarly to all the other cases in this dataset, zoom changes are applied increasingly along the x axis. Nevertheless, rotation changes are instead applied in a non-continuous scatter fashion [17] . This explains the scatter nature of these two plots, since for example image 5 happens to be rotated very similarly to image 2, although with a different zoom level.
Qualitative Results
An example of the detected keypoints in the Viewpoint (Graffiti) and Light scenes of the dataset is shown in Figure  5 . The proposed KCNN detector is compared against the original KAZE, TILDE [26] and LIFT [28] . As shown in Figures 2e and 2f , the conventional training procedures of TILDE and LIFT mislead the detectors in positively considering edges as interesting keypoints. This directly reflects into the final output of these algorithms, where feature-wise identical points along high constrast edges are detected as shown in Figures 5c and 5d . Our approach is resilient to this type of false positives. Notice that metrics that purely consider detected keypoints in their evaluation (without description and matching), such as DTU [1] or even the considered Oxford [17] might wrongly assign positive scores to some of these false positives, as chances are high that random detected keypoints along one edge will match other random detected keypoints on the same edge in the second considered frame.
Performance
The proposed CNN architecture has been deployed on CPU, GPU and FPGA, and its performance evaluated accordingly. In the first two, the Tensorflow [2] implementation of the network has been used, exploiting CUDA [18] acceleration in the GPU case. In the FPGA case, a custom hardware implementation has been designed and deployed to take advantage of dedicated silicon logic. Results are shown in Table 1 , and compared against the standard KAZE CPU implementation from OpenCV [6] . It is possible to notice that deploying the proposed solution on a CPU is not recommended, as it runs slower than its handcrafted archetype on the same platform. Nevertheless it is clear that, as introduced earlier, the CNN solution is really effective on dedicated logic which include for instance standard GPUs and FPGAs. In case of GPUs, we achieved a speed-up of almost 5x compared to the CPU by just running the Tensorflow CUDA implementation as-is, without additional optimization and with a power consumption which is close to the one of the considered CPU. But an even more interesting result is achieved through custom gates in our FPGA implementation, which has 12x less latency and 100x smaller power consumption compared to the considered GPU. These results prove that dedicated silicon logic for CNNs can provide much less latency and very high power efficiency compared to more general purpose GPUs by orders of magnitude. Having a keypoint detector implemented on hardware can be crucial for guaranteeing realtime capabilities and power efficiency, while using a neural network decouples the hardware logic from the specific detector to be approximated allowing it to be reusable and deployable to dedicated CNN hardware. [26] and LIFT [28] . Notice how the novel supervised reinforcement training of KCNN allows for a proper approximation of the learned algorithm, avoiding false positives along the edges. Best viewed on monitor.
Hardware Implementation
The KCNN detector has been deployed on a custom sensor board and fully integrated with a RGB-D sensor. Figure  6 shows a high level overview of the system. Three camera sensors are mounted on the board and connected to a Xilinx image has resolution 1280 × 800 and has a framerate of 60 [Hz] which is synchronized with the depth frames. The FPGA implementation of KCNN computes the response mapr on-the-fly directly from the camera sensor's real time pixel stream, buffering only a small number of frame lines (7) , which are required by the neural network, introducing a latency smaller than 1 [ms] . Still at the sensor stream level, the response output is thresholded and nonmaxima suppression is performed to obtain a binary map of the detected keypoints. The generated binary map is then watermarked on the least significant bit of each RGB pixel of the camera sensor's stream, thus obtaining an efficient encoding of the keypoint information and the color data within the same image stream. This encoded RGB frame is then trasmitted along with the depth information through either a MIPI or HDMI interface (to preserve low latency) or to a single USB 3.0 output, obtaining a real time RGB-KD (RGB, Keypoints and Depth) streaming device.
From the host side, it is only required to decode the watermark information from the raw camera stream in order to access the list of detected keypoints directly from the RGB-KD stream. This solution entirely removes the keypoint detection computational cost from the host, which is function of w × h, allowing to skip directly to the descriptor computation which is instead function of k where k is the number of pre-detected keypoints. A variety of detectors can be instantiated on-the-fly within KCNN by uploading to the internal memory the relative weights through the USB interface.
Conclusion
A novel, compact convolutional neural network for keypoint detection has been introduced in this paper. The network is used for approximating existing keypoint detectors without the need for changing the underlying implementation, by retraining it according to the specific task. This approach allows different detectors to be easily deployed in a variety of different platforms which span from GPUs to dedicated hardware logic for neural networks.
Together with a novel training set reinforcement approach which exploits the knowledge of the function to be approximated, the network successfully learns the state of the art detector, i.e., KAZE. Results show that the detection performance exceeds the one of SIFT and of the cutting edge machine-learning based TILDE and LIFT. The hardware implementation of the proposed architecture is able to deliver extremely low latency and low power keypoint detection, paving the way to mainstream applications such as AR/VR and autonomous driving as well as embedded systems.
